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Deputy Doug Peoble Receives Elk’s Club  
“Deputy of the Year Award” 

 
On February 26th, 2011 Pinal County Sheriff’s Deputy Doug Peoble received the “Deputy of the Year 
Award” from the San Manuel Elk’s Lodge.   
 
Sergeant Steve Clark submitted a nomination on behalf of Deputy Peoble for this award.  Below is text 
from the submission: 
 
I have known and worked with Deputy Peoble for many years and he has shown himself to be a man of 
significant character; demonstrating great patience, unwavering ethics, selfless service, and commitment 
to the mission of the Pinal County Sheriff’s Office (PCSO) and his profession. 
 
Deputy Peoble and I have worked together for some time on the Pinal Regional SWAT team and as 
Firearms Instructors.  I have had the opportunities to see firsthand his skill as an Operator and Instructor. 
 In addition, he is always willing to spend extra time to assist those needing help improving their skills.  
His calm approach and patience are keys to his success as an Instructor.  Deputy Peoble is arguably the 
most active and dedicated Instructor in the Firearms and Training Unit, putting in countless extra hours 
training and helping to develop and improve PCSO courses.  Deputy Peoble and I have attending 
conferences and instructor-level courses with world-class trainers; at each of them, he questions the 
trainings on how he can more effectively bring job-oriented instruction to those he trains. 
 
I was recently assigned as Deputy Peoble’s Patrol Supervisor.  In that capacity, I was able to observe him 
as he interacted with is less-experience peers.  Deputy Peoble is still a much used resource for those who 
worked under him in their Field Training phase as new deputies.  He is always willing to offer advice and 
mentoring to others when they are confronted with a difficult task. 
 
Finally, as a Team Leader for the Pinal Regional SWAT team, it was my recent honor to recommend 
Deputy Peoble and three other operators for a Lifesaving Award, following an incident where he and the 
others saved a suspect from certain death in a fire set by the suspect’s own hand. 
 
Deputy Peoble is fully deserving of this recognition; he is a true asset to the Pinal County Sheriff’s Office, 
his profession and his community. 
 
 



Sheriff Paul Babeu stated, “Deputy Peoble risked his own life to save a suspect, after the suspect 
barricaded himself in a trailer and intentionally lit the trailer on fire. The suspect realized he was likely 
going to perish and screamed for help and collapsed, when Deputy Peoble pulled the suspect to safety, 
Deputy Peoble sustained minor burns in this heroic rescue.”    
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